
Problems, Tutorial 2 

Space physics  EF2240, 2011 
 

The answers to some of the exercises may vary considerably, depending on what 

approximations and assumptions one has used. This may not necessarily mean that the 

answer is “wrong”, in particular when dealing with estimates of orders of magnitude. If 

in doubt, do not hesitate to ask at a lecture or tutorial, or via email. Some exercises may 

seem trivial, but are there to let the student get a feeling for typical magnitudes and 

dimensions.  

 

1. If the solar wind has the constant velocity 400 km/s, how long does it take for a 

structure in the solar wind to travel from the sun to the Earth, and to Jupiter, 

respectively. 

 

2. At Earth orbit the angle between the solar wind magnetic field in the ecliptic plane 

and the sun-earth line is approximately  45when the solar wind has its average 

velocity of 320 km/s. On the day of May 11, 1999 (known as “the day the solar wind 

disappeared”) the solar wind velocity decreased to very low values, down to 150 

km/s. (The solar wind density was also very low.) Calculate the angle   for this solar 

wind velocity. 

 

3. Based on the density and speed of the solar wind measured near Earth, estimate the 

mass loss from the sun due to the solar wind. Express your estimate in terms of  

kgs
-1

and in M


 yr
-1 

(solar masses/year). 

 

4. In the ionospheric E-region, the change in electron density en is given by 
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where q is a term describing the production of new plasma due to ionization by 

energetic sunlight, and the second term describes recombination. For the E-region 

you can take  = 75 10 cm
3
s

-1
. When the ionosphere (the lower parts of which are 

tied to the Earth by friction and co-rotate with it) enters the night-side, the ionization 

due to sunlight is suddenly turned off, and we can set q = 0.  

 

a) Calculate how long it takes for the electron density to decrease from its dayside 

value ( 510  cm
-3

) to       cm
-3

 (which is a typical value of the electron density in 

the nightside E-region.) 

 

b)  In the upper parts of the ionosphere the temporal variations of the electron density 



can be modelled by the equation 
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where the second term describes losses due recombination of atomic ions. This differs 

from lower altitudes where molecular ions dominate. Note that here the 

recombination is proportional to ne not the ne
2
. is called the attachment coefficient. 

Figure 4 shows the maximum plasma frequency (associated with the F2 layer) for a 

few days in December, 1990, and 1994. (N.B.: it is not the angular frequency that is 

shown, but ordinary frequency.) 

 
Figure 4 

 

Assuming that that the rapid decrease from the maximum plasma density is due to 

recombination after an abrupt entrance into the night side, make a rough estimate of 

the value of the attachment coefficient  in the F2 layer in December 1990.  

 

5. In  a plasma a magnetic field is directed along the z-axis, and an electric field is given 

by ˆ
xE xE where Ex = 0,1 V/m. The plasma conductivities are given by // = 11 S/m, 

P = 0,8 S/m and H = 1,2 S/m. What is the resulting angle between the electric field 

and the current density vector? 

 

6. A satellite is moving with velocity 7 km/s straight above one of the magnetic poles at 

an altitude of 1000 km.  What is the induced electric field measured by the satellite?  

 

 


